getting some convergence theorems. The space X^ was introduced in [2] without studying its completeness. Here, we study the completeness of all spaces above-mentioned.
All definitions and theorems connected with modular and
Orlicz's space can be found in [5] .
Let Q be a non-empty set, Z be a cr-field of subsets of Q, ¡1 he a nonnegative nontrivial cr-finite and complete measure on Let L^(fi,E,fi) be the Orlicz-Musielak function space generated by a modular p (x) =$<p (t, x (t)) dji, where <p is a n ^-function with parameter, i.e., ip: x R >R + ; besides, ip{t,u) is an even continuous function of u, equal to zero, iff u=0, non decreasing for u ^ 0 and every ten, and is a measurable function of ten for every ueR and lim <p(t,u) = +oo for fi-a.e. te£3. u->+00 2. On the spaces X and X f bounded for n-a.e. ten }.
Every function from fl to 2 will be called multifunction.
Two multifunctions F,GeX such that F(t) = G(t) for ji-a.e., ten, will be treated as the same element of X. For every FeX we introduce the functions f(F),f(F) by the formulas:
£(F) (t) = inf x, f (F) (t) = sup x for every ten. X€F(t) xeF(t) Let xj:= {FeX: F(t)=[a(t),b(t)] for every ten, a(.) ,b(. ) el^(n,r,n)}, n . x":= {FeX: F(t) = U F.(t) for every ten, F.(o)eX^, i=l,...,n, f(F i )(t) s £(F i+1 )(t) for every ten, i=l,...,n-l, n*2},
) for every ten, F^oJeX* for every ieZ, f(F^)(t) s f(t) for every ten and every ieZ, f(F),f(T)el?{a,Z,u)}. Definition 1. Let F,GeX, ten and let F(t),G(t) be bounded in R, then dist(F(t),G(t)) := max( max min |x-y|, max min |x-y|). xeF(t) yeG(t) yeG(t) xeF(t) Remark 2. If F,GeX^, ten and F(t),G(t) are bounded in R, 
Let F (t) := cl ( £ Fj(t)) f ke/f, and F(t) = cl( £ F ± (t) ) . i = -00 i=-CO Definition 3'. Let F n eX for every ne;V and let FeX . The
<P <P
sequence {F n } is (U, ip) -convergent to F in X , written n . F -rr > F, if there is a method of numeration such that for U ,<p ' every e>0 and a>0 there exists Kerf such that
for all n>K. The sequence {F n } fulfils the (UC, ip) -condition in X^, if there exists a method of numeration such that for every e>0 and a>0 there exists KeJV such that
for all m,n > K . 
and |g 2 
(t)| < +co, F(t) = c 1 ( U [g£(t) ,gi(t)]) , if |g 1 (t)|= +co i = -oo
or |g 2 (t) | = +oo for every teQ. It is easy to see that
Remark 4. The results of [2] cannot be directly remove from X onto X . The addition is not inner rule in X .
<p ip ip
Remark. 5. In [1] we define X by the formula
where m(F)(t) = m^(F(t)), m^ being a Lebesgue measure, and a ^-convergence in X^ as follows.
Definition 3". Let F eX , ne^, and FeX . The sequence {F } n <p'
as n > m in the sense of norm in L^ (n,Z,ti) , b) if f n (t)eF n (t), neJV, for n~a.e. ten and f > f
V,
as n > oo in the sense of norm in then f(t)eF(t) for u~a.e. ten.
Definition 3" is less useful than Definition 3. Proof. Let F n (s) = B(a n (s) ,r n (s)) , a n (s)eY, r n (s) * 0, neA 1 ,for sel. By assumption, {a n > is a Cauchy sequence in L^(I,Y) and {r n > is a Cauchy sequence in L^fljR). So there are aeL^fljY) and reL^fl.R) such that a -=-> a and r -=-> r. 
Y,<p <p, dy
Now, we introduce the operations:
as follows. Let F^F^FeM* and F(t) = B (a (t) , r (t)) , F^t) = B(a 1 (t),r 1 (t)),F 2 (t) = B(a 2 (t),r 2 (t)), a(t),a x (t),a 2 (t)eY, r(t) ,r^(t) ,r 2 (t)£0 for every tel, then F^ + F 2 = F iff a(t) = a x (t) + a 2 (t) and r(t) = r^t) + r 2 (t) for a.e. tel. Let ceR;
then coF 1 = F iff a(t) = ca^t) and r(t) = |c|r 1 (t) for a.e.
tel.
Let V be an abstract set and let V be a filter of subsets of V. We can apply the Theorem 4 to the integral operators with singular kernels (see [2] , section 3; [4] , section 3, and section 4 in this paper). 
